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The determinations of chromatic and independence numbers of a graph are 
represented as problems in optimization over the set of acyclic orientations of the 
graph. Specifically x = rninWEp 1, and &, = rnaxuEQ k, where x is the chromatic 
number, PO is the independence number, Q is the set of acyclic orientations, I, 
is the length of a maximum chain, and k, is the cardinality of a minimum chain 
decomposition. It is shown that Dilworth’s theorem is a special case of the second 
equality. 
1. INTRODUCTIOI~ 
In this paper, a graph is assumed to be finite and without loo 
multiple edges. An orientation of a graph G(V, E) is a function w: E 4 i/ 
where W(X, y) = x or y. If O&C, y) = y we write x + y and G( V, E) oriented 
by w will be denoted G(V, E, w) or simply G where permissible. An orienta- 
tion is acyclic when the directed graph G has no directed cycles. An acyclic 
graph G has a unique source decompositiox a partition of the vertex set Y 
into sets V, ,..., V, where I’, is the set of all vertices of G with in-degree 
zero, V, is the set of all vertices of the subgraph generated by the vertices 
V - B/I whose in-degree is zero, etc. In this partition, k is the least integer such 
that V = lJf=, Vi . 
THEOREM 1. Let G = (V, E) be an arbitrary graph with IZ z;ertices, and let 
N = (1, 2,..., n>. Each one to one .function (T: P? + V induces an acyclic 
orientation of G and each acyclic orientation is induced by such a ~u~ct~~~. 
Proof. Given a one to one function o: N +- V, orient G by w: E -+ V 
where w(~(i), o(j)) = r~(j) if i < j (= a(i) if i > j). LL) is acyclic by transitivity 
of the order on N. Conversely; if w is an acyclic orientation of G, let VI )..., V, 
be the source decomposition of G. Choose any one to one function D: Ibi -+ Y 
such that 
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u(i) E v, 
u(i) E v, 
etc. 
The orientation induced by CJ is then w. Q.E.D. 
If CT: N + V is defined as in the proof and r is any permutation of N which 
maps each of the subsets (l,..., / VI I], {I VI I + l,..., I V, 1 + I Vz I> ,..., 
{Et:: 1 Vi 1 + l,..., J&, j Vi I} into themselves, then cr 0 7 also induces the 
orientation w. The functions u o r of this form do not however exhaust the 
set of functions which induce an orientation o as the following example 
shows. 
C 
cl i//* b 
The function y = (::z:) in uces the orientation shown, but is not of the d’ 
form described in this paragraph. 
2. ACYCLIC ORIENTATIONS AND CHROMATIC NUMBER 
Roy [16] and Gallai [5] (See also Berge [l]) have shown that the chromatic 
number of a graph G is the optimum over the set of all orientations of G of the 
number of vertices ‘in the longest elementary chain; that is 
where 0 is the set of all orientations, VU is the set of all elementary chains 
(sequences ).cl + x2 + -.* -+ xk of edges and distinct vertices), and where I C ] 
means the number of vertices in the chain C. (2.1) implies 
(2.2) 
where J2 C 0 is the set of acyclic orientations of G. Source decompositions 
associated with acyclic orientations provide a simple method of generating 
proper colorings of G, and a direct proof of (2.2). This proof and a proof 
that equality holds is given below. 
ACYCLIC ORIENTATIONS OF GRAPHS 
Let G be an acyclic digraph. A chain of length Kin G is a directed sequence 
x1 + xz + * 1. + xk of edges and vertices. Since G is acyclic the vertices of a 
chain are distinct. A single vertex is counted as a chain of length I. 
%-IEOREM 2. Let G be a graph with chromatic number x(G). Then 
where 92 is the set of acyclic orientations of G and %Tu is the set o~~hai~~ in 6. 
(G oriented by w) 
Proof. Eet VI, V, ,..., V, be the source decomposition of the vertices of 
G. Then 
(11 x~V~~,y~V~andxjyimplyk<j 
(2) ForeachxEVk,,fork>1,thereisayEV7c-1withy-+xin6. 
From (2) a chain of length m can be constructed working from V, back to Vz . 
Moreover, if x1 -+ xz + -.. -+ x, is any chain in G where xi E Vki , i = l;,..,p 
thenby(l)k, <k, < *.. < k, which implies p < m. Thus maxcEqW j C ] = 
m. Since each set Vi in the source decomposition VI :..., V, is an i~de~e~de~t 
set, G can be properly colored with m colors so that 
On the other hand, let U, ,... UxtG) be the color classes of vertices when G is 
colored with x(G) colors. If x E Vi and y E Uj are adjacent in G, the function 
X 
4% Y> = 
if i >.j 
Y if i<j 
is an acyclic orientation w in which max j C / < x(G). Thus 
and the proof is complete. 
We will call any acyclic orientation c-optimatprovided x(G) = rnax,qU / G/. 
For such orientation, the chromatic number of G is the cardinality sf the 
source decomposition. A directed graph C is transitivively oriented (Gilmore 
and Noffman [7] and Pneuli, Lempel, and Even [I 53) if x 4 y and y ---f z in G 
implies that the directed edge x ---f z is also in G. The transitive closure of 
G(V, E, or)) is the smallest transitively oriented graph with vertex set V 
which contains G as a subgraph. 
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COROLLARY 2.1. If w is a transitive orientation of G then CO is c-optimal. 
Proof. Let x1 -+ x2 -+ .** + xk be any chain in G. Since the orientation 
is transitive, all edges xi + xi for .j > i must also be in G. Thus x1 ,..., xk are 
vertices of a k-clique in G and x(G) must be at least as great as the length of a 
maximum chain. This implies by Theorem 2 that x(G) equals the length of a 
maximum chain in G. 
COROLLARY 2.2. For any acyclic orientation w, maxcEqU 1 C 1 is the 
chromatic number of the transitive closure of G. 
Proof. If V, ,..., V, is the source decomposition of G, the transitive 
closure is obtained by adding directed edges from certain vertices ,of Vi to 
certain vertices of Vj where i < j; hence the length of a maximum chain 
remains the same in passing to the transitive closure. The corollary follows 
then from corollary 2.1. 
Minty [13] has expressed the chromatic number of a graph G in terms of 
flow-ratios of cycles (simple closed curves) generated by orientations 
(arbitrary) of G. The flow-ratio of a cycle K in a directed graph is the larger 
of the ratios of the number of edges oriented in one direction to the number 
oriented oppositely in moving around K. 
THEOREM (Minty) A necessary and sufJicient condition that the vertices of 
G can be k-colored is that there exists an orientation of G relative to which the 
JEow-ratio of each cycle does not exceed k - 1. 
Inequality (2.2) is implied by Minty’s theorem also. To show this, let G be an 
acyclic digraph, let m = max 1 C / and I( be a cycle whose flow-ratio is as 
large as for any cycle in G. Choose a direction in K and let a+ and cf be the 
number of edges and the number of maximal chains, respectively, oriented 
in this direction, and a-, c- the numbers of edges and maximal chains oriented 
oppositely. Assume that the direction of K has been chosen so that a+ 3 a-. 
Clearly, c+ = c- in an acyclic digraph. Then the flow-ratio fK of K satisfies 
By Minty’s theorem G is m-colorable; hence inequality 2.2 holds. 
3. ACYCLIC ORIENTATIONS AND INDEPENDENCE NUMBERS 
Let G be acyclic. An assignment in G is a one-to-one function M: V’ + V 
where V’ _C V and where M(x) = y implies x + y in G. Alternatively, if the 
vertices of G are labelled 1, 2,..., n, and A is the adjacency matrix of G 
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(aij = P if i -j j and aij = 0 otherwise) then an assignement is an n x n 
binary matrix M such that mij < aij for all i and j, and Ci mij < 1, 
The size of an assignement M is 1 domain A4 / or the sum of the entries in 
when M is regarded as a matrix. A maximum assignment is one whose size 
as large as possible. Thus, the size of a maximum assignment in G is just the 
term rank of A (Ryser [17]). This number depends on the orientation of G. 
Let X and Y be subsets of the sets of rows and columns of A, respe 
X v Y is a covey of A if aii = 1 implies i E X or j E “Y. It is well-known 
[17] or Gale [4]) that the size of a minimum cover of A is equal to the term 
rank of A, There are efficient algorithms for computing both rna~rn~rn 
assignments and minimum covers of a binary matrix A (Ford and Fulkerson 
(3) for instance). It is convenient to represent a cover of A by a pair (3,8) of 
binary vectors in which ri (or sj) equals 1 means row i (or column j) is a 
member of the cover. A pair of binary vectors is a cover if yi + Sj > ai . 
A chain deeomposition of G is a collection X of vertex-disjoint chains of G 
whose union is V. The size of a chain decomposition X is 1 X j and a m’ . 
mum chain decomposition is one whose cardinahty is as small as possible. 
show that there is a family of acyclic orientations for an arbitrary graph for 
which the size of a minimum chain decomposition of G equals the indepen- 
dence number of G; that is, Dilworth’s theorem holds for a certain ~~~~ern~t~~ 
family of acyclic orientations of an arbitrary graph 
THEOREM 3. Let G be acyclic. For an assignment MT there is a chain 
de~~rnpQs~~~on .X, and conversely, such that 
]MI =n-13-j where n =L j V / 
PTOQJ Let M be any assignment in G. Define an equivalence relation on 
the vertex set V of G by 
x z”I if (a) x = y 
or (b) there is a sequence of vertices x1 ~~~~, xk such that 
M(xJ = x+1 i = I,..., k - I arid 
x = x1, y = xk or y = x1, x = -‘ik 
is a one-to-one function [x] form the vertices of a chain in - 
[xl: x E V} is a chain decomposition of G. Since V is finite, au 
w is acyclic, each equivalence class [x] has a unique terminal vertex xz where 
xt + d M. Every other vertex x’ E [x] is a member of dom M by definition 
of --J. enGe/~I=n-ldomMj=n---~/. 
Let X be any chain decomposition of G. Let x E V. x belongs to)some 
chain C an j’c. If x is not the terminal vertex of C then there is a vertex y E C 
such tbat x --f y. Define M(X) = y. Then M is defmed on the set of all vertices 
of V which are not terminal vertices of some chain in .X’. Since there is 
exactly one such terminus per chain, n - j X j = i 
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COROLLARY 3.1. If M is a maximum assignment in G and X is a minimum 
chain decomposition, then 
/Ml =n-IL%?-I. 
The first half of Theorem 3 occurs in a different but equivalent form in 
Ford and Fulkerson [3] (p. 61). The equivalence of the formulations follows 
from a third way of viewing an assignment in a directed graph. Given an 
acyclic digraph G = (C, E, w), construct a bipartite graph B(G) = (L, R; A) 
where each of the vertex sets L and R consist of the vertex set v. If x E L 
and y E R then (x, y) is an edge of A if, and only if, x + y in G. A subset 
I C A is independent (an edge matching) if no two edges of I share a vertex. 
To each independent set I C A there corresponds a unique assignment in G, 
and conversely. Theorem 3 may now be restated as 
THEOREM 3’. Corresponding to each independent set I C A, there is a 
chain decomposition X of V, and conversely, such that 
In the reference cited above, this result is shown to be a consequence of the 
Koenig-Egervary theorem. 
COROLLARY 3.1. If A4 is a maximum assignment in G and X is a minimum 
chain decomposition of V then 
jMl ==n-/XI. 
THEOREM 4. If S2 is the set of all acyclic orientations of G, 93u is the set of all 
chain decompositions of G, and PO is the independence number of G then 
(During the typing of this manuscript, the author was informed that 
theorem 4 was proved independently by David James Houck, “On the 
Vertex-Packing Problem” Ph.D. dissertation, Johns Hopkins University, 
1974.) 
ProoJ: Let w be any acyclic orientation of G and let (ii, 5) be (0, 1) 
vectors representing a minimum cover of A, . Let 
V, = (xi E V: ri + si = 0} 
V, = {xi E V: ri + si = I} 
V, = {xi E V: ri + si = 2) 
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Le. V, corresponds to those diagonal entries of A, which are covered by both 
a row and a column, etc. 
If xi , xj E V, then aij = 0 since neither row i nor column j is in the cover 
(E, a). Also aji = 0 for similar reasons. Thus V, is an independent subset of 
vertices in G. 
Now 
where X is any minimum chain decomposition. 
so there is an independent set with cardinality 3 / .X /. Thus ,& 3 min;/cE9W 
j X j for any w E G? hence /!I0 > max,,s2 rninxE9, / X I. n the other hand, 
let P be a maximum independent set in 6 with 1 P / = ,& . Define an orienta- 
tion o on G as follows: Number the vertices of P; I, 2,3,..., I P j. Number the 
vertices of G ,-P arbitrarily I P / + l,..., yz. For any edge (i,,j) in 6, let 
w&j) = [;p~]. 
The set of sources in the resulting oriented graph G is precisely P since if 
j E V - P, there is an edge (i, j) for some i E P by the ma~rna~~ty of P as an 
independent set. By the enumeration of vertices i <j; thus i -+j soj is not a 
source. Since in a minimal chain decomposition X, each chain contains at 
most one member of P, 1 X j 3 lP /; i.e., for this w, j .P j < mlnxEo, ] X / 
hence j P 1 < max,,, minsEo, I X j and by the first half of the proof 
/ P / = max(woQ minXESW / X j. 
An orientation w, such that /3,, = min~xE~, / X / will be called i-opt&al. 
thtoLLARY 4.1. If w is i-optimal then every rni~~~~ui~ cover (I;, a> of Aw 
has the property that E * E = 0; that is to say, for each diagonal element i not 
both row i aizd column i belong to minimum covers. 
ProoJ Suppose for some minimum cover (E, S) of A, , E - 2, > 0, Let 
rj = sj = 3; hence row j and column j belong to the cover. There is at least 
one vertex xi and edge xi -+ .q ; if not, si could be removed from the cover 
contradicting minimality of the cover (F, a). Construct a new orientation ~cd’ 
by reversing the orientations of all edges of the form xi -+ xj , oi is acyclic. 
This has the effect of moving all l’s from the jth column to the.jth row. The 
jth column can now be deleted from any cover of A,, resulting in a cover 
whose cardinality is decreased by 1. Thus, if k? is a maximum assignment in 
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GU and M’ is a maximum assignement in GW, , then 1 M’ 1 < / M / - 1 and 
miuE9,, / ~6 1 3 minX.EBU j A? 1 + 1 contradicting i-optimality of o. 
The condition of Corollary 4.1 is necessary for i-optimal@ of w but not 
sufficient. 
Example 1. 
W is not optimal; however 
F, 4 = KL 1, 0, 1, (9, (0, 0, 0, 0, 011 
[(L 1, 0, 0, 01, a 0, 0, 0, 01 
KL 0, 0, 1, 01, (0, 0, 1, 0, ON 
KL 0, 0, 0, 01, (02 0, 1, 0, 111 
is a complete list of all minimum covers of A, and in each case E - B = 0. 
The next example demonstrates the difficulty in using corollary 1 to get an 
r. 1 0 0 1 
00110 
Aw = OOOlO 
0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 
are both minimum covers of A,, but E, * 1, = 1 while F, * Sz = 0. 
Thus, to conclude that an orientation w is not i-optimal it is necessary to 
examine all minimum covers of A, . 
COROLLARY 4.2. If w is i-optimal then for each minimum cover l?, S] of A, , 
there is a maximum independent set P of G where P = {xi E G: ri + sj = 0). 
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Proof. Let P* be a maximum independent set. Since P is in 
i P / < / P* 1. By Corollary 1, 1 P j = IZ - (c yi + C sj) = y1 - j 
M is a maximum assignment in G. By Theorem Ii j B 1 = rnm~~ 
i-optimality of w, / P I = 1 P* 1. 
COROLLARY 4.3 (Dilworth’s Theorem). If w is a tr~~~it~ve ~~i~~tat~Q~ of 
G then w is i-optimal; i.e. /3,, = mins.E9, j X j. 
Proof. From Theorem 4, PO > rninx,sU 1 X /. Let X be a chain 
de6omposition of minimum size and let P be an independent set of rna~m~rn 
size. From transitivity of W, no chain belonging to ~47 contains more than one 
member of P. Therefore /3,, = I P 1 < j ~7 j = minces, j A? j. 
It is not true that minx,a, / X / is the indeperrdence number of the 
transitive completion of G(V, E, w). (Compare with Corollary 2.2.) 
Example 3. 
2 2 
4 5 4 5 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let 9 be a set of independent edges of maximmum size 
(maximum edge matching). Then ,l3,, < n - i 9 / where n is the numbed of 
vertices ii2 6. 
Proof. Pf w is any acyclic orientation of G. Because of the indepen 
of the edges in g, there is an assignement M’ which assigns x to y or y to x 
depending on the orientation of (x, y) for each (x, y) c 9= Thus a maximum 
assignment M satisfies j M I > ] M’ I = j s I from which the corollary 
follows. 
For an efficient algorithm for calculating edge matchings of rnaxi~~~~ 
size. See Edmonds [2]. 
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